
The Establishment of Self Purgatory 

More than ever any kind of theorizing is a fashionable trend which can quickly become
obsolete.  Intellectuals  locked  in  their  safe  social  bubbles  cannot  but  produce
strongholds on marshland. As the religious apparatus, the academic as well is becoming
more and more a political instrument only tackling truth in order to establish an already
set agenda. The voices of those leaving outside the establishments are possibly the ones
that can allow us humans to better understand our nature.

The  surplus  produced by  the  cultural  and  intellectual  industries  turns  more  or  less
political because it  is  from politics that these unsustainable industries survive. These
productions however are not the only manifestations of our age. To the contrary they
create a falsified outcome, they establish a set of rules and frameworks in which not
only human nature and the present human condition cannot be honestly understood
but also it is deviated.

Yet  more  than  ever  human  communication  can  only  occurs  through  channels  that
increasingly are monitored and act so that from below one can vomit whatever but from
above  he  or  she  is  strictly  controlled and may not  leave any  other  trace than that
fortifying the strength of the very channel of communication which he or she is asked to
represent. The punishment for not complying to this simple rule is simple exclusion and
placement back in the democratic hell of the million screaming voices.

There is undoubtedly now a system which is far from being democratic. In what we
called democracy there is only a hell and a paradise without any in between purgatory.
The hell is the one generated by social media which deploys the worst of human vices,
beyond the literal ones of sex dating and such, I mostly refer here to that of indignation
and rage. Above us is the paradise in which an elite of princes and princesses are now
more than ever taking the lead. 

In other words, in the western democratic system we humans are devising our own self-
destruction. It  cannot be otherwise as governance very much is based on the acting
according to merely our electric stimulated nerves. This behaviour can only lead to a
severe  punishment  and  many  a  severe  punishments  are  now  awaiting  the  present
humans.  This  is  why,  more than ever  what  ought  to be constitute  as  a  clandestine
organization is a sort of a purgatory, an outlawed platform of reception which is the only
pillow  to  one  day  soften  the  harsh  consequences  ahead  of  the  current  political
misbehaviour.

A clandestine purgatory is not an official organization, it is a partisan land we ought to
establish within and around us. It is the way to be aware and understand human nature



today,  its degeneration after a couple of centuries in which way too much trust has
been given to science.  Scientific  truth as  only  being  a momentousness  milestone of
discoveries the benefits of which are now being overturned by a science of science of
science taking humans astray particularly in the societal level.

We reached a point in which with some reflections and some  leadership choices could
be made to monitor what still is left of our life on earth. Yet it is clear that the rationality
of the left abused in its vain to fulfill certain philanthropic ideals has now completely
twisted  into  a  spiral  of  downward  chaos.  Armies  are  being  recreated  and  boarders
enforced. The time of peace is threatened, it has always being. Wordily ambitions will
not cease and so not the stupidity and the ignorance of the human flock. 

Only the solitary man is able to see things. I mean really we ought to individually break
out of the social isolation and actively begin to establish our own purgatory beyond the
hell  in  which  we  have  been  confined.  We  ought  to  accept  that  paradise  is  most
corrupted and most censured and only the non existing purgatory, the no land is the
promised land.


